RIDING FORWARD TSA TRAINING &
DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE

As the Ofsted pendulum swings towards refocussing on
the broad and rich curriculum, it's time to consider:

DIVING DEEP INTO GEOGRAPHY

The new Ofsted inspection framework will focus on the real substance of education:
the curriculum. Less time will be spent looking at tests and examination's data on
inspection, and more time looking at what is taught, when it is taught and how
schools have achieved their results.
Riding Forward TSA oﬀers a unique training opportunity to support improvements in Teaching & Learning
in Geography within your Primary School.
VENUE, DATES & TIMES
Venue: The training will be delivered via Microsoft Teams
Date: Tuesday 26th January 2021
Time: 2.30pm to 4pm
BACKGROUND TO THE TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE
What makes teaching and learning in geography truly exceptional.

This course will demonstrate the value of geography in the primary curriculum; display how the
subject can be linked to other areas of the school and national curriculum; and support with the
development of key skills. The afternoon focusses on a creative approach to developing essential
geographical skills across KS1 & KS2.
The course has been specifically designed to start at 2.30pm to support your school to release you at minimum cost to the
school budget and class contact time.

OUTLINE OF THE TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE
The training package will look at how to develop the skills of young geographers with practical
ways to stimulate geographical learning that is relevant, progressive and engaging.
Through observing excerpts of 'real teaching', discussion and practical examples, delegates will
be inspired in how to achieve an engaging, interactive approach to the teaching of geography.
Opportunities will include examining the geographical connections to other subjects and wholeschool dimensions, such as global learning, sustainability, values and learning outside the
classroom.
Subject leaders will have the opportunity to discuss curriculum intent and progression; they will
also have an understanding of how a geography curriculum has been structured to support them
in 'diving deep' into their subject.... including tackling the lines of questioning that may arise in a
"deep dive inspection".
COURSE LEADERS
Mr Jonathon Williams, Specialist Leader of Education, Geography Subject Leader, at Molescroft
Primary. Mr Williams delivers Teaching of Geography lectures to students at the University of Hull
PGCE courses.

COST & BOOKING
The cost of the training package is £59 per delegate for
alliance schools, and £69 per delegate for non-alliance
members.
If you wish to book a member of staff onto this event please
contact Jenny Lines, Teaching School Business Manager.
Telephone 01482 679139

jlines@molescroftprimary.net
Closing Date: 19th January 2021
Cancellations within 5 days of the event will be charged for
at the advertised rate.

